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Surface Rentals
Floc Tanks
We have 350bbl and 400bbl low profile Floc tanks. They are four compartment tanks 
with three 4” suction lines and one 6” suction line. Cartel Floc tanks also include a 
winch for easy transfer pump usage as well as side walkways for convenient access. 
Additionally, our Floc tanks are stackable for efficient transport.

Flygt Pumps
We carry ITT Flygt 2” and 4” submersible transfer pumps (Flygt pumps). Our pumps 
have a 2” or 4” discharge and can be wired for three phase 208V, 230V or 480V as 
required. They include an explosion proof switch box and come with a cable wrap. 
Our Flygt pumps are wired with over 100’ of cable and extension cords are provided if 
needed at no additional rental cost. We also include hard and/or soft discharge hose.

Flare Tanks: Flow Back
Cartel’s Flow Back Flare Tanks are designed with adjustable lines to allow for installa-
tion by one person. They are 12m3 in size.

Flare Tanks: Rolling Degasser
rolling-degasser
Cartel’s Rolling Degasser Flare Tanks are 12m3 in size and are designed so that installa-
tion can be completed by one person. They have adjustable lines for easy hookup. Our 
Rolling Degasser tanks come with two 8” degasser lines that can be swedged down to 
6” if needed as well as two 4” flare lines that can be swedged down to 3” if required. An 
optional 6” diverter line can be added to the degasser upon request.

Flare Tanks: Side Slide
Cartel’s Side Slide Flare Tanks are 12m3 in size and are designed so that installation 
can be completed by one person. Side connections allow for faster, easier spotting of 
the tank especially on smaller leases where maneuvering space is at a premium. They 
have adjustable lines for easy hookup. Our Side Slide tanks come with an 8” degasser 
line that can be swedged down to 6” if needed as well as two 4” flare lines that can be 
swedged down to 3” if required. A fully enclosed, lockable storage bin is also included.

Gensets
Cartel Energy will assist you in finding the right generator for your operation and can 
supply the genset that best suits the requirements of the job. Generators in various 
configurations ranging from 25kW to 225kW are available.

Mission Statement
Cartel Energy Services strives to provide clients with superior customer service, competitive 
pricing and quality products for all of their oilfield rental needs.  Understanding the demands of 
the oilfield industry, Cartel places the customer first.  We are available 24/7 to ensure the client is 
receiving the most efficient, reliable and cost effective services and products.



Light Towers
We carry Magnum 6kW light towers. They provide excellent light coverage to lease 
sites and other locations. Our Magnum light towers are reliable, simple to setup, and 
their small, light construction makes them easy to tow.

Pipe Racks
Cartel pipe racks provide safe and convenient storage for drill pipe, casing, tubing, and 
drill collars. The pipe racks steel-framed, reinforced triangular design offers strength 
and stability, allowing pipe to be horizontally stacked on top of them. Each pipe rack 
is fitted with locking pins and welded-on chain for added safety in ensuring the pipe 
stays on the rack.

Rig Mats and Swamp Mats
Cartel rig matting has various applications in areas such as oilfield leases, soft road-
ways, pipeline crossings, forestry access or construction sites requiring minimal ground 
disturbance. Matting is available in various lengths such as 8’ x 8’, 8’ x 20’ and 8’ x 40’.

Shale Bins
Cartel Energy Shale Bins are 4’ tall and are built with strong 1/2” thick steel floors and 
1/4” thick steel walls. They are available with an optional fold down ramp.

Trash Pumps
We carry ITT Flygt 2” and 4” submersible trash pumps. Our pumps have a 2” or 4” dis-
charge and can be wired for three phase 208V, 230V or 480V as required. They include 
an explosion proof switch box and come with a pump enclosure with cable wrap. Our 
Trash pumps are wired with over 100’ of cable and extension cords are provided if 
needed at no additional rental cost. We also include hard and/or soft discharge hose.

Wheel Loaders
We carry CAT 930G Wheel Loaders with optional bucket, pipe grapple, and pallet fork 
attachments.

Communications
Wireless Rig Phones
Cartel Energy Wireless Rig Phones (aka Wireless Rig Intercom Systems) provide easy 
and reliable communication among all members of a drilling rig site. Our system of-
fers completely wireless operation to the doghouse and between wellsite shacks and 
requires no technician for rig moves. It’s user friendly with easy to remember extension 
numbers and it’s also scalable for all sizes of locations.

Portable Towers
Our portable towers extend up to 106’ tall and can be fitted with our cellular repeater 
or two-way radio repeater. They are ideal for camps and other remote locations. The 
tower is fast to setup; raising with the push of a button. It’s built to handle high winds 
and requires zero ground disturbance.



Cellular Repeaters
Our Cellular Repeater, or Cell Booster, allows cell phone service at remote locations 
where there is little or no cell service available. It is capable of boosting 3G, EVDO and/
or 1X data depending on availability at tower. The unit is able to provide service to the 
entire lease site (dependent on lease size and signal strength from donor tower).

Two-Way Radios
We specialize in VHF radios from high-quality manufacturers such as ICOM, Motorola, 
and Kenwood. We have all types of two-way radios including Mobiles, Basestations, 
and IS (Intrinsically Safe) and non-IS Handheld radios available.

Pipe Storage & Delivery
Flexible and reliable solutions for casing pipe
Cartel Energy provides storage, inventory management, and delivery solutions for cas-
ing pipe.  We utilize the industry standard Tallys program for rack and tallying of pipe 
and our highway tractors and picker trucks provide flexible and reliable delivery to any 
drilling rig location.

Cement Return Bins
Cement return bins with full logistical support
We have highway tractors and tridem bin trailers available 24/7 to transport bins to 
and from well sites as well as to the nearest class two waste facility for cement disposal. 
Our bin trailers have the capability to transport up to four empty bins to location in a 
single load and each bin allows for ten cubic meters of cement.

Our bins provide a more environmentally responsible solution to the current industry 
standard of cement rings or cement pits. After pumping cement returns into the bin, a 
large percentage of the water is recycled back into the drilling fluid. Land owners pre-
fer cement bins as there is minimal impact to their land. No traces of cement are left 
on site and this decreases long term effect on their property. Cement pits cause a large 
degree of ground disturbance and cement rings have a high failure rate due to the 
ease to which the liner may tear. Our bins are constructed of solid steel and a heavy 
duty rubber seal around the dump door prevents leaks from occurring.

Cartel offers the flexibility of using a one tonne truck and trailer for delivery of empty 
bins to locations where ground disturbance is a concern. The lighter weight of the 
vehicle allows it to access locations where heavy truck and trailers cannot go.

Cartel Cement Bins also are more economical versus cement rings. Our bins are a drop-
and-go solution where our truck arrives on site, unloads the bins and the customer 
may use them immediately. Cement rings are extremely labour intensive and require 
hours to setup on site. Cement rings require the plastic liner used to contain the ce-
ment to be replaced after each use. This is an added cost and creates further waste as 
compared to using cement bins.

Contact Cartel for pricing and for more info about our cement return bins and all of 
our other products and services.

Contact  
Information
Toll Free: (877) 250-7711
Phone: (403) 947-3334
Fax: (403) 947-3331
Email:  
sales@cartelenergy.com

Mailing Address:
Box 155
Beiseker, AB
T0M 0G0

Beiseker Operations:
229 6th St.
Beiseker, AB
Edson Operations:
17408 TWP RD 534
Edson, AB


